Senate Democrats to Introduce Bill to Require President and Vice President to Fully Divest
Personal Financial Conflicts of Interest
As Chairman and President of the Trump Organization, President-elect Donald J. Trump heads a
“sprawling” international business network with “deep ties” to global financiers and foreign
officials from countries around the globe, including China, Libya, and Turkey. 1 Because of these
ties, he will take office with “more potential business and financial conflicts of interest than any
other president in U.S. history.” 2
Unless he takes steps to address these conflicts, President-elect Trump will be in violation of the
Constitution on “Day One” of his presidency. 3 Article I, Section 9 of the Constitution prohibits
officeholders, including the President, 4 from “accept[ing] any present, emolument, office, or
title, of any kind whatever, from any king, price, or foreign state.” Experts have concluded that
“[c]orporations owned or controlled by a foreign government are presumptively foreign states
under the Emoluments Clause.” 5
Although the president and vice president are now exempt from many federal financial conflict
of interest rules, the Office of Government Ethics has concluded that “the President and the Vice
President should conduct themselves as if they were so bound” by them, 6 and every president in
the last 40 years has voluntarily complied. Yet President-elect Trump has resisted taking these
steps, even boasting that “the president can’t have a conflict of interest.” 7 He has announced no
plans to divest from his businesses, announcing instead that his sons will manage the Trump
Organization during his presidency. 8
For decades, U.S. presidents have addressed concerns regarding foreign and domestic conflicts
of interest by divesting their financial interests and placing them in a true blind trust or the
equivalent. The bill codifies this longstanding practice and implements the Emoluments Clause
by:
•

Requiring the President, Vice President, their spouses, and minor or dependent children
to divest all interests that create financial conflicts of interest by selling these assets and
placing the proceeds in a true blind trust. The trust will be managed by an independent
trustee who will oversee the sale of assets and place the proceeds in conflicts-free
holdings;

•

Adopting a sense of the Congress that the President’s violation of financial conflicts of
interest laws or the ethics requirements that apply to executive branch employees
constitute a high crime or misdemeanor under the impeachment clause of the U.S.
Constitution; and

•

Prohibiting Presidential appointees from participating in matters that directly involve the
financial interests of the President, the President’s spouse, or businesses controlled by the
President or the President’s spouse.
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